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Abstract
This paper will provide information on the features of the new device simulator

MINIMOS KT and demonstrate its efficiency in transient simulation of con~plex
device structures. An example will indicate the feasibility of such simulations
even on a workstation.

1. Introduction
Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) have a broad field of application in optical imaging
and analog signal processing. Since their invention in 1970 the performance of CCDs,
such as noise reduction. photo-sensitivity, resolution and power consumption, has
been improved cont~nuously[ I ] . 117 contrast to this development simulation of CCDs,
particular transient simulation. has not been practicable because of the high requirements on computational resources. hence oilljr single CCD cells h a ~ ~
been
e simulated

PI PI.

Using our simulator, MINIMOS NT, it is possible to simulate complex device structures with reasonable demands on colnputational resources. For instance, CCDs containing u p to 60 gates have been simulated in two space dimensions on a workstation
equipped with 128MB of main memory.

2. Description of the sililulator
MINIMOS NT's software architecture is based upon up-to-date software engineering knowledge. The demands of numerous users of device siinulation software were
carefully evaluated over time in order to found t h e required features. For instance,
discretization, Jacobian matrix assembly and linear system solution are linked with
abstract protocolls. Thereby it is possible to account for fully different physical models in different, however, connected segments, e.g., in one segment a hydro-dynamic
model can b e used whereas in a neighbouring segment only a drift-diffusion model is
considered. T h e same holds true for the various physical parameter models. Mixed
numerical discretization schemes are also possible. This concept holds for two and
three space dimensions. For transient integration a predictor-corrector method was
evaluated to be most suitable for the seinicoi~ductorproblem. Circuits containing different numerically treated semicollductor de\.ices and the usual discrete components
are also handled properly.
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T h e Jacobian matrix is scaled fully automatically with an iterative algorithm [4]. T h e
linear system is solved with a state-of-the-art BiCGStab algorithm where automatic
switching to a Gad-solver is performed if convergence of the iterative algorithm seems
not attainable.

3. Time step estimation
T h e predictor used to estimate the size of the next time step is based upon a quadratic
extrapolation of t h e potential-update norm. T h e ratio of t h e estimated step size
and t h e previous step size is restricted t o a maximum, t h e sectio aurea constant
(1.618.. .), t o limit the step size variations. With this restriction a quasi-uniform
mesh is achieved, which gives a second order local function error. After calculation
of each time step the potential update is checked. For this purpose the L2 norm and
the infinity norm are calculated. If at least one of these norms exceeds a respective
threshold. t h e step size is reduced by quadratic interpolation and the calculation is
repeated.
In order to accurately follow the predefined contact slgnals it is necessary t o calculate
a time step at t h e instances used t o specify the contact signals. This requires a
reduction of the estimated step size t o exactly match the instance and causes an
increase in t h e total number of required time steps. Therefore the number of specified
instances should be as small as possible to take full advantage of the quadratic time
step estimation. To reduce the number of specified instances necessary for a sufficient
representation of nonlinear contact signals a quadratic interpolation is used.

4. Transient simulation of a CCD
As an example a three-phase clock, n-channel CCD composed of fifteen gates - results
of devices with more gates can hardly be visualized on paper - has been simulated in
two swace dimensions. Fia.
" 1 shows the structure of t h e device. T h e source and drain
contacts were held constant at OV. t h e bulk contact at -1V. T h e voltages applied to
thegates varied between - l V and +5V (Fig. 3). T h e simulation over ten clock periods
required 360 time steps. T h e adapted space grid consisted of approximately 10,000
points. A snapshot of the electron concentration in the channel region is shown in
Fig. 3. One can nicely see the alt,ernation of a c c u m ~ ~ l a t i to
o i ~strong inversion under
the gates. As a further result of the simulation Fig. 4 sho\vs the charge that has
passed through the source. drain and bulk coiltact. respectively. Charge flowing into
the device is counted positive.

5. Conclusion
T h e simulator is fullv inteerrated
into the VISTA framework. Therefore all features of
"
t h e framework, e.g., coupling t o the various process simulators. visualizers and animators. embeded optimizers. are readily available. The above example,which has been
calculated on a DEC 30001400. illustrates the abilitv of XIISI\lOS NT to ~ e r f o r m
transient simulations of cokplex del ice stluctures and delnonstiates the feasi'bility of
sucli simulations el.eii on a workstatlo~i.
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Figiire 1: The structare of a 15-gate CCD.
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Figure 3: Clock voltages during lps.

Figure 4: Charge transferred through the cont.acts of a 15-gat,e CCD during 10 clock
periods.

